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Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj and the Porte:
A Document from the Ottoman Archives

ANDRAs RIEDLMAYER and VICTOR OSTAPCHUK

Research in the Ottoman archives continues to add new material to
our understanding of the history of the Ukraine and the Black Sea
region during the seventeenth century. The document being pub
lished here, numbered E 8548 in the Topkapi Palace Museum
Archives in Istanbul, is the original Turkish text of a letter from
Hetman Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj to the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed IV,
written in Cyhyryn in January 1653.1 Although Xmel'nyc'kyj main
tained a correspondence with the Ottomans throughout his struggle
with Poland, this document is the only extant Ottoman Turkish
draft of one of his letters.? Given the vast number of Ottoman state
papers preserved in Turkish and foreign collections, many of them
still uncatalogued or otherwise inaccessible, it is likely that other
items of a similar nature will eventually come to light. This letter
was discovered in the Topkapi collection by the Turkish historian
and archivist M. yagatay Ulucay, It was first analyzed and pub
lished by Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay in a French translation in
1970, reprinted with minor changes in Le Khanat de Crimee.' The
present article contains the first publication of the original Ottoman
text and its first translation into English.

1 We would like to thank Dr. Mihnea Berindei for providing us with a reproduc
tion of E 8548. Victor Ostapchuk examined the original document in Istanbul in
July 1983 to check certain details (ink, watermarks, etc.) not apparent from the
reproduction; he is primarily responsible for the description-and translation, while
Andras Riedlmayer is primarilyresponsible for the commentary and analysis.
2 E 8548 may be the letter to the Ottoman sultan dated January 1653 that is listed
among the undiscovered documents of Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj by I. Kryp'tjakevyc
and I. Butyc, eds., Dokumenty Bohdana Xmel'nyc'koho, 1648-1657 (Kiev, 1961), p.
659. For further discussion of the dating and contents of this letter, see Victor
Ostapchuk, "The Publication of Documents on the Crimean Khanate in the Top-

. kapi Sarayi: New Sources for the History of the Black Sea Basin," in Harvard
Ukrainian Studies 6, no. 4 (1982):500-528, especially 515-20.
3 Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay, "Les relations entre la Porte ottomane et les
Cosaques zaporogues au milieu du xvtr' siecle: Une lettre inedite de Bohdan
Hmelnicki au Padichah ottoman," Cahiers du Monde russe et sovietique 11
(1970):454-61, and A. Bennigsen et ai, eds., Le Khanat de Crimee dans les Archives
du Musee du Pa/ais de TOpkaPI (Paris and The Hague, 1978), pp. 191-96.
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This document merits our attention for several reasons. First of
all, it helps to fill a gap in the historical record of the Hetmanate's
relations with the Ottomans during the crucial period when
Xmel'nyc'kyj, through his son Tymis, was militarily and politically
involved in the affairs of the Porte's Moldavian vassal. While it
does not alter our picture of that period, it does add a number of
useful details." For instance, it gives us Xmel'nyc'kyj's own version
of the way in which his special relationship with the Porte had been
initiated, and it allows us some insights into the nature of that rela
tionship. The hetman's efforts on behalf of his former Ottoman
sponsor, a governor recently fallen from grace, provide us with the
.unusual perspective of an attempt from the Ukrainian side to inter
fere in internal Ottoman politics. For the most part, the letter's
contents are unexceptional. Announcing the arrival of an Ottoman
envoy at Cyhyryn, the letter goes on to request Ottoman and Tatar
aid against an expected Polish attack, offering promises of eternal
fealty in return. It also deals with the fate of a number of
Xmel'nyc'kyj's men-including an earlier Cossack envoy-who had
fallen into Ottoman captivity, and discusses the problem of strained
relations with neighboring Ottoman provincial governors. Other
matters of importance were to be communicated verbally by the
envoys carrying the letter, a common security precaution in
seventeenth-century diplomatic practice. The main interest of the
hetman's Turkish letter lies in what it can tell us about the mechan
ics of Xmel'nyc'kyj's Turkish diplomacy and about the workings of
his chancery. Since most of the hetman's surviving letters to the
Porte have been preserved in the form of copies in Polish or
Ukrainian, the discovery of a Turkish correspondence, possibly pro
duced in Cyhyryn, throws new light on the Hetmanate's diplomatic
capabilities. In our present discussion we will concentrate on the
formal aspects of the document, including the question of its
provenance.

Xmel'nyc'kyj's letter to the sultan covers one side of a single folio
sheet 56.7 em. long and 43.2 cm. wide. The writing is arranged in
two columns, starting about 0.8 em. from the top of the page: lines
1-36 cover the right-hand side to the bottom edge, lines 37-58

4 For a broader discussion of the place of this letter in the complex of Ottoman
Crimean-Ukrainian-Polish-Muscovite relations, see Lemercier-Quelquejay, "Les
relations," pp. 454-59.

cover the top half of the left-hand side. The scribe left a margin of
about 4.2 cm. at the sides and 1.8- 2.1 em. between the two
columns. He wrote in black ink sprinkled with gold dust, applied
especially liberally around the area of the signature.

Visible in the middle of the bottom half of the document is a
watermark, showing a sunburst design surrounded by a circle, with
six somewhat asymmetric rays radiating from a stylized "face" in
the center. The design shows signs of deterioration, which, along
with the slightly skewed chain lines, suggest that the mark is in a
late state (see illustration, p. 473). This type of design does not
appear among the watermarks used by local -paper mills in the
Ukraine, Poland, or Lithuania.! paper produced within the Ottoman
Empire (Baghdad, Damascus) during the seventeenth century had
no watermarks." Hence we can assume that E 8548, wherever it was
translated into Turkish, was written on imported stock. In this
period paper from Italy, France, and the Low Countries was being
exported in substantial quantities to both Eastern Europe and the
Ottoman Empire, where it was much in demand by state chan
ceries. While we cannot match our watermark with the output of a
particular mill, it can be classed with a type of sun watermarks seen
in paper of Venetian and Florentine manufacture from the mid
1640s on.? For the purpose of determining where our document
was written, it may be significant that the sun design does not
appear among the 145 seventeenth-century patterns recorded in
Nikolaev's catalogue of the watermarks of Ottoman documents. 8

An album of watermarks seen in Ukrainian documents of the six
teenth and seventeenth centuries, on the other hand, does include

5 O. Ja. Maejuk, Papir ta filihrani na ukrajins'kyx zemljax (XVI- pocatok XX st.)
(Kiev, 1974); Jadwiga Siniarska-Czaplicka, Filigranypapierni potoionych na obszarze
Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej od poczqtku XVI do potOIlp XVIII wieku (Wrccraw, Warsaw,
and Cracow, 1969); E. Laucevicius, PopieriusLietuvoje XV-XVIII a. (Vilnius, 1967).
6 Osman Ersoy, XVIII ve XIX yuzytllarda Tlirkiyede kiJkit (Ankara, 1963), pp.
15-30. The better grades of paper made in Damascus and Baghdad and imported
from India, Iran, and Central Asia (Samarqand) were preferred for artistic uses,
such as the production of fine manuscripts; imports from the West (Venice and
France) were used for most state documents in the seventeenth century.
7 Edward Heawood, Watermarks, mainly of the 17th and 18th Centuries (Hilversum,
1950), nos. 3893, 3895, 3896.
8 Vsevolod Nikolaev, Watermarks of the Ottoman Empire, vol. 1: Watermarks of the
Mediaeval Ottoman Documents in Bulgarian Libraries (Sofia, 1954), pp. 63-117; Franz
Babinger, Das Archiv des Bosniaken Osman Pascha (Berlin, 1931), pp. 30-32, lists the
watermarks of 84 Ottoman documents from the late seventeenth century, all but
one written on Venetian paper, but again no sun design appears.
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a sun design within a circle similar in type to that found in E 8548.
This sunburst watermark, with irregular rays and the rough sugges
tion of a "face" in the center, appears in two Ukrainian documents
dated 1663 and 1664.9

Judging from its appearance, our document is the fair copy of
the Turkish text of Xmel'nyc'kyi's letter. The careful arrangement
of the text on the page, the absence of obvious corrections or
errors, the use of gold dust, and the formal elegance of the
script-a highly legible and professional rendition of the nesljr
style-all show the hand of a practiced chancery scribe at work.
However, some stylistic and linguistic features of the text suggest
that the translator's grasp of the niceties of Ottoman diplomatics
was at a somewhat less polished level. At times his syntax
threatens to break under the strain of trying to render foreign cour
tesies in acceptable Ottoman cliches. At other times the rote for
mulas in Arabic and Persian and convoluted Ottoman give way to a
startlingly straightforward and simple Turkish idiom." This kind of
stylistic mixture is reminiscent of writers from the Ottoman military
bureaucracy, such as the seventeenth-century chronicler
'Abdulqadir Efendi, who had served as secretary of the janissary
artillery corps.'! Our translator was probably the product of a simi
lar background and training.

9 Ivan Kamanin and Oleksandra Vitvic'ka, Vodjant znaky na paperi ukrqjins'kyx
dokumentiv XVI i XVII vv. (J566-1651) (= Zbimyk istoryl:no-jiloloMnoho viddilu
Ukrajins'koji akademiji nauk; 11) (Kiev, 1923), no. 1321; a projected volume of com
mentaries and indexes intended to accompany this album never appeared. The
documents are identified only by date and dossier number in the Kiev Central
Archive (Kyjivs'kyj central'nyj arxiv davnix aktiv). On the subsequent fate of that
archive, see the forthcoming volume by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, Archives and
Manuscript Repositories of the USSR: The Ukraine andMoldavia (Princeton University
Press).
10 An example of the former: "fevketlfl ve se'adetlfl padi"fahiinuz f!atretlerinun ulu ve
ytjge vezir-ise'adetleri taraftndan 'from the great and exalted vizier of his felicity, his
majesty, our glorious and felicitous padishah' (lines 5-6)-the phrasing sounds as
clumsily contrived in Ottoman as it does in English. An example of the latter:
bunda kendusiyle bo"f gel:inlirdlik 01 ma'zul olduqdan §onra 'ortaliq duzen olmadi'we used
to get along well with him here; after he was dismissed the situation became disor
dered' (Jines 26-27). Nine of the eleven words in the first excerpt are of non
Turkish origin; in the second example, however, the ratio of foreign borrowings to
Turkish roots is reversed.
11 Topctlar Katibi 'Abdulqadir (fl. ca. 1644-1645), TarTb-i al-i 'Osman MS Vienna,
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Codex mxt. 130; Franz Babinger, Die Ge
schichtsschreiber derOsmanen und ihreWerke (Leipzig,1927), p. 187.

The contrast between the often rough-hewn style of the Turkish
text and the polished appearance of the fair copy of the letter sug
gests that E 8548 was the work of a chancery team and not of a sin
gle individual. In both Turkish and Western chanceries, the scribe
who wrote out the fair copy of an important document was rarely
the same person who composed the text. The technical sophistica
tion of the script tells us that the scribe in this instance was a pro
fessional who had perfected his craft in an Ottoman bureau or scri
bal atelier. However, in the seventeenth century nesljTwas among
the most common script forms, used for manuscript books as well
as for public and private documents. Professional scribes (katib,
!Jaffaf) with a good nes!Jr hand could be found in every. major pro
vincial center of the Ottoman Empire, including the towns and for
tresses of the Black Sea frontier. The actual drafting of letters of
state was a task entrusted to experts of a much rarer sort, chancery
stylists (mtlnsr) trained in the subtleties of diplomatics and chan
cery etiquette. In order to compensate for the shortage of trained
mtlnsrs, chanceries used copybooks of correspondence models
Cinsa') to supply the correct turns of phrase and epithets. The mix
ture of high and low style in the text of E 8548 tells us that the
translation of Xmel'nyc'kyj's letter was probably drafted with the
aid of such a copybook.

This still leaves open the question of where the Ukrainian
hetman's letter was cast in its Turkish form. It was while searching
for an answer to this question that we discovered a second, hitherto
unnoted Turkish letter from Xmel'nyc'kyj to Sultan Mehmed IV.
Dated 24 October 1655, it has been preserved in translation among
the state papers of Prince Gyorgy Rakoczi II of Transylvania.P
Although the translation is given in the seventeenth-century Hun
garian idiom of the Transylvanian chancery, without indication of
the original language, the text betrays its Turkish origin at first
glance. Both the original heading of the letter and its signature pro
tocol identify Xmel'nyc'kyj as "hetman of the Army of the Yellow

12 Sandor Szilagyi, ed., Okmiznytar II. Rakoczy Gyorgy diplomacziai osszekot
teteselhez, Monumenta Hungariae Historica = Magyar tortenelmi ernlekek, 1. Osz
taly: Okmanytar, vol. 23 (Budapest, 1874), pp. 254-57; Kryp'ljakevye and Butyc
reprinted the Hungarian text of this letter, omitting the original heading and the
editor's annotations, alongside a (sometimes inexact) Ukrainian translation in
Dokumenty, pp. 461-63. Szilagyi notes that the Hungarian text is a contemporary
translation, but says nothing about the language of the original.
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Reed (az sarga nad hadanak hetmania)," a distinctively Ottoman
Turkish way of referring to the Zaporozhian Host.P

In other seventeenth-century Hungarian documents, and in con
temporaneous Hungarian translations of letters from the Zaporozhi
ans, we see the use of terms such as az zaporuzki hadsereg or az
zaporoviai kozakok to designate the Host and az kozak hetmany or
zaporoviai hetman to designate its leader.l" Most of the hetman's
own letters to the Rakoczis carry a signature protocol in Polish,
even when the letters themselves are written in Latin.P This use of
the term "Army of the Yellow Reed" appears to be a unicum
among the Hungarian texts we have studied, but of course it is per
fectly ordinary usage in letters written in Turkish, including our
own document E 8548, where it appears both in the heading and in
the signature protocol (lines 2 and 56-57: Sari' Qamls 'askerinuii
ba/mani').

Parallels between E 8548 and the letter purloined by the Transyl
vanians go deeper than the aforesaid coincidence in terminology.
Compare the following paragraphs of the Hungarian text, for
instance, to the introductory passages in E 8548:

Letter of Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj, hetman of the Army of the Yellow Reed,
to the imperial threshold, written from [the side of] Sahln Aga:
Mighty and magnificent Turkish Emperor, whom all lands fear, our great
and beneficent master; to our master we bow our faces with great humility
down into the dust, wiping [our faces] in the dust before the noble thres
hold of your majesty; and as your true slaves we beg God the Merciful,
our prayer being that He [God] might prolong his [majesty's] life and [for
tunate] state for a long time unto the fullness of years, and make him vic
torious over all of his enemies. . . .16

The phrasing and formulas used are nearly identical, down to the
typically Ottoman references to the sultan's court as "the imperial

13 Derived from Sart Qamts (Yellow Reed), .the Turkish name for the site of the
first Zaporozhian headquarters at the Zaporozhian Sich; see Omeljan Pritsak, "Das
erste tUrkisch-ukrainische Bundnis (1648)," Oriens 6 (1953): 266-98, especially
292-98: "Anhang uber die turkischen Bezeichnungen fur die Ukraine und die
Ukrainer."
14 Szilagyi, Okmlmytilr, pp. 48, 81, 127,222,223,226,233,247,273,296,309,339,
355, 357, 487, 527; Aron Szilady and Sandor Szilagyi, eds., Torok-magyarkori aJ
Iamokmanytar, vol. 6, = Torok-magyarkori tortenelmt emlekek; 1. Osztaly, vol. 8 (Pest,
1871), 6:21,47.
15 Szilagyi, OkmlJnytilr, pp. 9, 10, 39, 86, 176, 235, 313; for instances where a Latin
signature protocol is used, see pp, 361, 369.
16 Szilagyi, OkmlJnytilr, pp. 254-55.

threshold" and to the act of wiping one's face in the dust of that
threshold as a sign of humility and submission. Among numerous
other Ottomanisms common to both texts are the phrases "the
treaty llit.: tying] and oath he swore with us" [E 8548 line 16:
bizumle 'ahd u yemin edup; Hungarian: az me/y kotest es szot tett
velUnk] and "we have with all our will anew become slaves to (his
majesty) our mighty master" [E 8548: line 32: yeiii basdan asitane-i
se'adetlerine derun-t dilden qui olduq; Hungarian: az mi hatalmas
urunknak. . . ujalag minden akaratunkbol szolgai lattUnk]. There
fore, it not only seems certain that the October 1655 letter from
Xmel'nyc'kyj to the Porte fell into the hands-of Rakoczi's agents
when it was already in its Turkish form, but it also appears likely
that the Turkish texts of the 1655 letter and of E 8548 were both
based on the same copybook of models of correspondence.

In order to establish the locale where that copybook could have
been used, and thus to locate the bureau that also translated
E 8548, we must find out where and how the hetman's other Turk
ish letter to the Porte was diverted to Transylvania. The translation
could have been done in any of three locations: Cyhyryn, Istanbul,
or the divan of an Ottoman provincial governor on the road from
the frontier to the capital. Ottoman frontier governors had their
own translators, often using them to conduct local diplomacy with
their foreign neighbors in languages other than Turkish, and they
liked to question envoys passing through their provinces about the
nature of their mission."? For a price, they might then pass on this
information to interested parties. Siyavus Pasha, the governor of
Silistra on the lower Danube, was one of these willing sources. In
1654 he even wrote to Xmel'nyc'kyj, chiding the latter about the
fact that some Cossack envoys had attempted to bypass Silistra on
their way to Istanbul without paying a call on him or bringing him
letters.IS He also appears to have met with the Cossack envoys car
rying E 8548 to the Porte. We read in a report from S. Peiniger,
Austrian resident in Istanbul, that in February 1653, "news has
arrived from Siyavus Pasha in Silistria that a Cossack envoy has
arrived there on his way to Constantinople; Xmel'nyc'kyj is asking
the Tatars and Turks for aid, since the Poles have strengthened

17 For examples, see Gustav Bayerle, Ottoman Diplomacy in Hungary: Lettersfrom
the Pashas of Buda, 1590-1593 (Bloomington, Ind., 1972), and Richard Kreutel,
Zwischen Paschas und Generalen (Graz, 1966).
18 Szilagyi, OkmlJnytar, pp, 702-703.
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their forces mightily." He adds that in return for· Turkish protec
tion, the Ukrainian hetman had offered to submit to the
Ottomans.l? The subject and timing of Sivavus Pasha's news fit the
particulars of E 8548 almost exactly, but there is no trace of the
wording. A provincial governor might have his own dealings with
foreign powers, he might even pass on information to them, but he
could not be expected to open or to translate letters addressed to
his sovereign. To do so would be an extremely serious violation of
one of the basic tenets of the Ottoman way- he would be exceed
ing his [add, the statutory and customary limits of that which
would be permitted to a man of his rank. Such an infraction could
easily cost him his head.

The next possible source to consider is the Ottoman capital,
where official translators attached to the imperial divan routinely
received, translated, and sent out the central government's
foreign-language correspondence. Still other translators and inter
preters were hired by the various resident foreign representatives,
while the imperial divan itself delegated a Turkish interpreter to
serve the needs of envoys arriving from the Zaporozhian Cossacks.
If Xmel'nyc'kyj's letters arrived in a language other than Turkish,
the capital had persons competent and authorized to translate such
letters.P However, this raises the question of how the Transylvani
ans secured a Turkish copy of the hetman's letter. We know that
Rakoczi's representatives at the Porte went to great lengths and
expense to maintain relations with officials who could provide them

19 From a report in the Austrian archives, cited in Myxajlo Hrusevs'kyj, ed., Zerela
do istonltUkrajiny-Rusy; v.ol. 12, pt. 1 (Lviv, 1911), p. 192.
20 Prime Ministry Archives (Istanbul), Ibnulemin hliriciye no. 184, Ali
Ernlri/Mehmed IV no. 9077, cited by Cengiz Orhonlu in Islam Ansiklopedisi, s.v.
"Tercuman." Letters to Xmel'nyc'kyj from Bektas All; a and the grand vizier Murad
Pasha, dated April 1650, indicate that at that date letters from the hetman arrived
written "in the Ruthenian idiom" and had to be translated in the capital; Vossoedi
nenie Ukrainy s Rossiej: Dokumenty i materia/y, 3 vols., published by Akademija nauk
SSSR (Moscow, 1954), 2:436-37. Some of the Ottoman letters addressed to
Xmel'nyc'kyj that were preserved in the Gottingen Codex (Turc, 29) also mention
that the hetman's letters had been translated at the Porte: Jan Rypka, "Z korespon
dence Vysoke Porty s Bohdanem Chmelnickym," Sbornik venovany.Jaroslavu Bidlovi,
Profesoru Karlovy University k "§edesatjlm narozeninam; ed. Milos Weingart et al.
(Prague, 1928), pp. 346-50, 482-98, esp. 348, 487; Rypka, "Weitere Beitrage zur
Korrespondenz der Hohen Pforte mit Bohdan Chmel'nyc'kyj," Archiv Orientalni 2
(1930):262-83, esp. 268-69, 278; Rypka, "Dalsi pmpevek ke korespondenci
Vysoke Porty s Bohdanem Chmelnickym," Casopis Narodnlho Musea 105
(1931):209-31, esp. 215-16,224.

with needed information. Among the sources cultivated by the
Transylvanians were ZUlfiqar Aga, chief translator of the imperial
divan, Bektas Aga, the commander of the janissary corps, and the
interpreter assigned to arriving Cossack envoys.22 These individuals
were regularly primed and pumped for useful news, but the passing
of actual documents was a difficult and delicate business. Thus, in
1651 Ferenc Foldvari, Rakoczi's resident envoy in Istanbul, writes
at length about his unsuccessful efforts to obtain a copy of the
'ahdname (treaty) the Ottomans had just concluded with the Austri
ans. There had been little difficulty in obtaining information about
the contents of the document -Bektas Aga had even consented to
show Foldvari the portion of the treaty dealing with Transylvania
and Hungary. But when pressed for a written copy of the docu
ment, Bektas Aga had firmly declined.F It is difficult to imagine
that Rak6czi's representative would have gone to similar trouble

.and expense to obtain a written copy of the Turkish translation of
:Xin~YiJ.yc'kyj's October 1655 letter to the Porte. That letter deals
w,~ttt':matters of marginal interest to. the Transylvanians and it adds
little, to information Rakoczi had already' received from friendly
sources in Moldavia and the Ukraine.P
',Ailpf this implies that the October 1655 letter was already in its

Turkish form before it reached the Ottoman capital, and we have
good reasonto suspect that like many others it never made it across
the Danube.on its way from Cyhyryn to Istanbul. With so many
interested' parties about, the waylaying of envoys was an all too
common practice.' We have earlier evidence that Vasile Lupu, the
hospodar of Moldavia, had intercepted some of Xmel'nyc'kyj's
letters to the Ottomans.> More telling in this regard is a letter,
dated 23 August 1655, from Janos Boros, Rakoczi's agent at the
court of the Wallachian hospodar in Tirgoviste, Boros reports the
presence of a .Zaporozhian envoy, a Cossack priest carrying letters
from Xmel'nyc'kyj to the Porte and boasting in public that the
Swedes and the Cossacks had decided to make common cause. If
Rakoczi can confirm that there is no substance to the envoy's
boasts, then Boros proposes that:

21 Szilagyi, Okmanytar, pp. 59, 80, 82, 98, 106, 116-17 and passim.
22 Letter to Gyorgy Rakoczi II, dated 13 Apri11651; ibid., pp. 48-52.
23 Letter to Rakoczi from Gheorghe ~tefart, hospodar of Moldavia, dated 20 Sep
tember 1655; ibid., pp. 247-48.
24 Myxailo Hrusevs'ky], Istorija Ukrajtny-Rusy; vol: 9, pt. 1 (Kiev, 1928), pp. 62,
132 if.
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we should not allow this Cossack priest [the envoy] to slip away and make
his way to the Porte, because I can find such a way and method of arrang
ing this that no one would know what had become of him. . . [There
would be no danger of detection] because, my Gracious Lord, he is travel
ing to Turkey with only four companions at his side, and south of
Bucharest they cannot spend the night in towns or villages but only on the
open steppe. . . .[I have arranged that the hospodarl should give the
priest only two pages to accompany him; those two, being reliable, will run
away at the right moment when they enter the steppe close to the banks of
the Danube. . .a year from now the Cossacks will still be waiting for their
priest to return from the Porte.25

The evidence, though of necessity circumstantial, suggests that
both Xmel'nyc'kyj's letter of October 1655 and document E 8548
had almost certainly been translated into Turkish before they
crossed the Ottoman frontier. All signs point towards Cyhyryn, and
there are good reasons to believe that the Hetmanate's chancery
was in fact capable of such a task. Our best testimony to that effect
comes from the writer of E 8548: "We had the letter which arrived
[from the grand vizier] translated. . .[lines 8- 9: gelen kligi'di' ter
gume etdurnp. . .l." Translating the grand vizier's letter would
have been a task requiring a fair amount of skill in Ottoman
diplomatics, since such letters were designed as much for the
display of Ottoman grandeur and eloquence as for the conveying of
information.P Armed with such knowledge, and very likely also
with a copybook of correspondence models, Xmel'nyc'kyj's transla
tor should have been able to produce a Turkish text such as that of
E 8548. There is still the question of where Xmel'nyc'kyj could
have procured men with such skills for his chancery. The author of
a recent work on Crimean Tatar diplomacy found himself faced
with a similar problem, when he had to explain how the Crimean
khans had been able to append· written Polish translations
prepared in their chancery at Baxcysaraj [Bagcesaray] - to the

25 Letter to Gyorgy Rakoczi II; Szilagyi, Okmanytar, pp. 232-34.
26 The text of the letter from the grand vizier that prompted E 8548 may have
been preserved in the Gottingen Codex (Turc, 29). Jan Rypka "Dalsi pfispevek"
pp. 220-24, gives the text of a letter from Tarhung) Ahmed Pasha (grand vizier
June 1652-March 1653) to Xmel'nyc'kyj, bearing the date 22 Muharrem 1063 (23
December 1652) and dealing with matters discussed in E 8548 (fo~ a discussion of
this letter and an English translation of the relevant segment see Ostapchuk, "New
Sources," pp. 517-18). Since an Ottoman directory of judicial districts, dated 1078
(1667-1668), gives the travel time from Istanbul to Ozi (Ocakiv) as 17 days, it is
conceivable that Ahmed Pasha's letter could 'have reached Cyhyryn by 13 January
1653 (the date of E 8548); Kemal Ozergin, "Rumeli kadihklarr'nda 1078 duzenlen
mesl," Ismail Hakkt Uzuncarstliya armakan (Ankara, 1976), pp. 251-309, especially
279.

Turkish letters they sent to the rulers of Denmark.i? He suggests
that one source of translators may have been the Lithuanian Tatars,
a bilingual group enjoying the unusual status of Muslims with the
privileges of nobility in the Christian Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. 28

In fact, neither the Crimean khan nor Xmel'nyc'kyj had to look
very far to find individuals who were equally at home on both sides
of the Slavic-Turkic linguistic divide. On both sides there were
renegades, as well as large numbers of captives who had acquired
some knowledge of the language of their masters. Xmel'nyc'kyj
himself is said to have learned Turkish during the two years he
spent as a slave in the Istanbul naval arsenal following his capture
at the Battle of Tutora (Cecora) in 1620.29 Other Turkish speakers
could be found among some of the leading officials of the Het
manate. Fylon Dzalaly], who served as colonel (polkovnyk) of the
Kropvyna Regiment, as general aide-de-camp (general'nyj osaul) to
Xmel'nyc'kyj, and even as acting hetman during the Battle of
Berestecko (1651), was a renegade Tatar. As early as 1648
Xmel'nyc'kyj had used Dzalalyj to carryon negotiations with the
Ottomans; Dzalalyj's knowledge of Turkish may have been a factor
in his selection as envoy.P Parfenij (Mustafa) Dyzdarov, quarter
master of the Poltava Regiment, was a former Turkish castellan
[dizdlir] , a position of some importance in the Ottoman military
hierarchy, requiring frequent communication with authorities in
Istanbul. 31 While the prominence of these individuals marks them
as exceptional, the types they represent were not uncommon in this
period. The Cossack camps held a ready supply of renegades, of
Muslim captives and of Cossacks returned from Turkish or Tatar

27 Josef Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, mit
historisch-dtplomatischen und sprachlichen Untersuchungen (Freiburg im Breisgau,
1976), p. 48.
28 For the historical origins of this group, see Shirin Akiner, "Oriental Borrowings
in the Language of the Byelorussian Tatars," Slavonic and East European Review 56
(1978):224-41, and Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed., s.v, "Lipka" (by Z.
Abrahamowicz and J. Reychman); the Lithuanian Tatars reappear in Ukrainian and
Crimean history in the person of General Sulejrnan Sui' kevic, installed by the Ger
mans' as "the Skoropads'kyj of the Crimea" in 1918.
29 Pritsak, "Bundnis (1648)," pp. 281-82.
30 Pritsak, "Bundnis (1648)," pp. 281-82; George Gajecky, The Cossack Adminis
tration of the Hetmanate, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1978), 2:633, 670.
Dzalalyj/Dzedzalyj is a corruption of his Islamic name, Gelan:. On the polyglot com
position of Xmel'nyc'kyj's forces, see also F. P. Sevcenko, "Ucast' predstavnykiv
riznyx narodnostej u vyzvol'nij vijni 1648-1654 rr. na Ukrajini," Ukrajins'kyj istoryc
nyjzurnal, 1978, no. 11, pp. 10-22.
31 Gajecky, Cossack Administration, 2:521; Mehmet Zeki Pakalin, Osmanli tarih de
yimleri ve terimleri sozlliKU, 3 vols. (Istanbul, 1971), 1:469.
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captivity; at least some of them had the linguistic skills and literacy
required of translators and scribes.P It was already known that
Xmel'nyc'kyj had a chancery capable of conducting the
Hetmanate's diplomacy in a number of languages and scripts,
including Chancery Ruthenian, Polish, and Latin. In light of the
evidence of these two letters, Ottoman Turkish might be added to
this list.

Given our limited corpus, it may be too early to reach definite
conclusions about the diplomatics of the hetman's Turkish letters,
but document E 8548 and the October 1655 letter do share-certain
typological similarities that reveal an jnteresting mixture of Western
and Islamic diplomatic usages.P The usual invocation of God's
name, often just a sign of the cross in other documents of the Het
manate, is replaced in E 8548 by its Muslim equivalent huwa 'He'
(i.e., Allah), the simplest and most common form of the da'vetfor
mula that introduces all Ottoman documents. In Western
diplomatic practice this is followed by the intitulatio, in which the
author of the document gives his own name and titles. Here it is
omitted, as is frequently the case in Ottoman documents, and
replaced by a heading that briefly describes the nature of the item,
its author, and the person to whom it is addressed. Such headings
were also used for chancery copies, but the headings of E 8548 and
the hetman's letter of October 1655 do not include the word
"copy" (~ilret) or the certification formulas ('ibare-i tasdtq) that
mark copies prepared in Ottoman chanceries. Certain physical
features of E 8548, such as its layout and watermark and the
scribe's use of gold dust, confirm that we are dealing with an origi
nal document. Both of the hetman's Turkish letters begin with a

32 On the diplomatics of the Cyhyryn chancery, see I. P. Sevcenko, "Dyploma
tycna sluzba na Ukrajini pid cas vyzvol'noji viiny 1648-1654 rr.," Istorycnt dierela ta
jix vykorystannja 1 (1964): 81-114; Ivan Kryp'jakevye, "Studiji nad derzavoju
Xmel'nyc'koho: V. het'mans'ki universaly," Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im.
Sevcenka 147 (1927): 55- 76. Ivan Necaj, brother of the Braclav polkovnykDanylo,
is said to have spent four years in the Crimea, acquiring a knowledge of the
language and of the art of translating; Sevcenko, "Diplomatycna sluzba," p. 99. It
should be noted that in spite of its "Ottomanized" form, the text of E 8548 fits in
well with the diplomatics of Xmel'nyc'kyj's other known letters to the Porte and to
the Crimean Tatars; cf. Kryp'jakevyc and Butyc, Dokumenty, nos. 55, 107, 127, 147,
153, 242, 243, 288, 353, suppl. no. 2.
33 In our discussion of the diplomatics of E 8548 we were guided by Jan Reychman
and Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, Handbook of Ottoman-Turkish Dip/omatics, rev. and
trans. A..s. Ehrenkreuz (Paris and The Hague, 1968), and M. Tayyib Gokbilgin,
Osmanlt Imparatorlugu medeniyet tarihi rerrevesinde Osmanls paleografya ve dip/omatik
i1mi (Istanbul, 1979). On the use of gold dust in Ottoman documents, cf. Lajos Fe
kete, "TOrOk iratok a gr. Zichy-csalad birtokaban," Leve/tIlri koz/emenyek 2 (1924):
10-86, esp, p. 75.

short form of the inscriptio (name and title of the addressee), fol
lowed by the customary Ottoman formulas of submission and
prayers (du'ii) for the well-being of the padishah, expressed in
nearly identical wording. The text of E 8548 breaks into the narra
tio, the statement of the circumstances that prompted the writing of
the letter, in typically Ottoman fashion, with the Arabic formula
ba'dehu 'but to continue' (lit.: 'after this'). This section is suc
ceeded by a series of requests and petitions awaiting the disposition
of the sultan, each one accompanied by promises of eternal fealty
on the part of Xmel'nyc'kyj and the Zaporozhians. Finally, both
documents add a paragraph introducing the bearers entrusted with
the letters, certifying that their verbal statements may be relied
upon, and urging (in the case of E 8548) that the envoys be sent
back without delay or hindrance. The arrangement and formulation
of the body of the text follow the norms of Ottoman diplomatics,
but at the end of the letters we are once again reminded that these
are documents of Western origin. Many Ottoman documents are
unsigned, since the writer has usually been identified at the outset
by the heading ('unviin), by a monogram (tugra, pence) in the case
of letters of state, and by the use of seals. Document E 8548 does
carry a signature protocol, but it is worded in a peculiarly non
Ottoman way. The signator's name is accompanied by a literal
Turkish translation of the formula manu propria (Ukrainian rukoju
vlasnoju or rukoju svoeju, Polish reka wtasnq or rffk{l SW{l) that is
customarily seen in documents sighed in the hetman's own hand.34

Thus, document E 8548, whether it was translated in Cyhyryn or
in Istanbul, represents a unique compromise that strives to fulfill
the etiquettes of two chanceries, one Western and one Islamic. As
such it is also of special interest to students of Ottoman diplomat
ics. A facsimile of the document is appended (pp, 466-68). In
our translation of this document (pp. 469- 72) we have tried to
adhere closely to the literal meaning of the Ottoman Turkish text
without sacrificing intelligibility. Any additions or deletions have
been indicated by the use of brackets. Our aim was to present not
only an accurate transmission of the message of the original but
also an image of Xmel'nyc'kyj's letter in its Turkish garb-the form
in which it was presented to the Ottoman sultan in the winter of
1653.

Harvard University

34 Cf. Bohdan Struminsky, "Ukrainian Hetmans' Universaly (1678-1727) at the
Lilly Library ofIndianaUniversity," Harvard Ukrainian Studies5 (1981):335- 50.
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Topkapi Palace Museum Archives, E 8548

HE! [Invocation to God I

This is a translation of the letter of subservience ('ubUdiyyetnlime) sent to
the imperial presence (riklib-i humayun; lit.: the imperial stirrup), the
abode of felicity, by his [majesty's, the sultan's] slave, the hetman of the
Zaporozhian Host (Sari' Qamis 'askerinuii !Ja!mlini; lit.: hetman of the Army
of the Yelloq Reed), with his envoy:

"Having prostrated ourselves (lit.: wiped our faces) in the dust of the
blessed threshold of our fortunate, magnificent and great padishah, his
majesty the padishah of Islam, [we pray thatl God-may He be glorified
and exalted!-might multiply each day [in the allotted lifetime] of our feli
citous and powerful padishah by a thousand and render him victorious
over all his enemies.

"But to continue, when his [majesty's] slave Rtdvan Aga arrived here
with a blessed letter from [his excellency.l the great and exalted vizier of
his felicity, his majesty, our glorious and felicitous padishah, he was wel
comed with great honor; and the blessed letter which he brought was
received with great honor and respect. Together with all our Host, his
[majesty's] slaves, we prayed for the continuation of the life and good for
tune of his majesty, our mighty and great padishah. We had the letter
which arrived translated, and we became fully aware of and acquainted
with .[its contents]; thus we came to comprehend the favor of your
[majesty's] consideration for this slave of his that was expressed therein.
Because of this, once again, we held celebrations of rejoicing with all our
Host, and we prayed that the great good fortune of his majesty, our felici
tous padishah, may stand firm and increase for as long as the world
endures. We ask our glorious and magnificent padishah, his majesty our
great master, that he not refuse these slaves of his [the honor of] being in
his servitude, and that he not withhold from us his noble favor, because
as long as we remain as one (bir olunga) we are slaves of his majesty, our
felicitous padishah.

"At present, our enemy is marching upon us with his armies. In view
of this, as a blessed consideration [on the partl of his [majesty] for these
slaves of his, may his [majesty] issue a command (emr) to the governor
(pasa) of Silistra to come with his army to our aid. And mayan imperial
letter of state (name-i humayun) be sent also to his excellency, the felici
tous khan of the Crimea. A long time ago, the khan swore a treaty and
oath [of alliance] with us and gave his word; maya rescript (j'ermlin) be
issued [instructing] him and the entire Crimean army to set forth and
come to our assistance in compliance with that treaty and oath ('ahd u
yenun), In this matter we ask as a great favor from his majesty, our felici
tous padishah, that these [two] armies should converge as fast as possible
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from both directions to join forces with these slaves of his [majesty]; for
this we would be most grateful. If God-may He be. exalted!- wills it,
[armed] with the noble and blessed, ever-ascendant good fortune of our
great and felicitous master, his majesty our padishah, we will overcome the
enemy. After this, in whichever direction [his majesty] commands us [to
fight] for his imperial cause, we will faithfully render service with all our
Host, his [majesty's] slaves for as long as our lives last and our heads
remain [on our shoulders], May [his majesty] be pleased to trust [us] in
this matter: when the aforementioned [Rtdvan Agal, his majesty's slave,
is put to the question, [he] will report on how much is necessary.

"And [in the matter of] his [majesty's] slave Ramazan Beg, who was
previously the governor (beg) of Qtl Burun [Kinburn]: due to a negative
recommendation to our felicitous and great master, his majesty our pad
ishah, his lRarnazan Beg's] province (sangaq) was conferred upon
another. In this matter we write the truth [when we say] that it was his
[majesty's] slave Ramazan Beg who caused this slave of his [majesty] to
become a slave to his majesty, our felicitous and great padishah. We used
to have good relations with him here; after he was dismissed, the situation
became disordered. This slave of his [majesty] had sent a man of ours
named Va~'il [Vasyl'] to Ozl lOcakivl with some letters; [but] thereafter,
Ramazan Beg having been dismissed, our man did not return. However,
[acting] on behalf of our felicitous, exalted padishah, the grand 'vizier
located and freed his [majesty's] slave [Vasyl'] and dispatched him hither
in the company of one of our comrades. I It is also because of these favors
that all of us, with all our Host, offer great prayers [beseeching God] to
augment the life and good fortune of his majesty, the feiicitous padishah
of Islam. Once again all of us, for the mercy that has come to pass, have
from the depths of our hearts anew become slaves to his [majesty's] thres-
hold of felicity. .

"In addition to these [matters], two of our comrades, his [majesty's]
slaves, are in Istanbul [whither they were] unjustly taken as captives. We
request his [majesty's] noble rescript ordering that they be freed. They
were taken as captives while in the service of our felicitous and exalted
padishah. When they return hither they will once again render servitude

1 A letter from the grand vizierTarhung) Ahmed Pasha to Xmel'nyc'kyj, cited in
Rypka, "Dalsi plis~vek," pp. 220-224, gives the name of the waylaid Cossack
envoy as Vasyl' Jurkovan (Va~"il Yurqovan); -ovanl-ov'ljan (cf. Galician-Ukrainian
Hryc'kov'tjan) is a rare variant of the Ukrainian patronymic suffix more commonly
encountered in the form -I:yl:. Among the Cossacks listed in the 1649 Zboriv Regis
ter we find a Vasyl' Jurl:yl: of the headquarters company of the Kal'nyk-Vinnycja
Regiment, who may be the same individual as the Vasyl' of E 8548; Osyp
Bodjans'kyj, ed., "Reestr vsegoVojska zaporozskago posle Zborovskago dogovora s
korolem pol'skim Janom Kazimirom sostavlennye 16.x.l649," Cteniia v Impera
torskom oMl:estve istorii i drevnostei rossijskix pri Moskovskom universitete, n.s. 89, pt. 2
(1874): 195. Membersof the headquarters company served in the military chancel
lery and were frequently used on diplomatic missions as translators and interpreters
ibuty, tovmaiy); see Sevcenko, "Dyplomatycna sluzba," pp. 81-114. We wouldlike
to thank our colleague GeorgeGajecky for his help with the identifications.

in the service of his majesty, our felicitous padishah. And also, together
with all our Host,his [majesty's] slaves, we request that his [majesty's]
slave Ramazan Beg be granted his own [formed province (sangaq), for he
used to have good relations with us here. Since [Rama~an Beg] is his
[majesty's] true slave, we place our trust in him. As is written above it
was he who was the cause of our becoming slaves to our felicitous pad
ishah [and] he has rendered rightful service to our fortunate padishah.

"After this service, may our fortunate and majestic padishah command
these slaves of his li.e., Xmel'nyc'kyj and the Zaporozhians] to perform
any service; and if God- may He be exalted!- is willing, we will render
service in his [majesty's] imperial cause with all our Host, his [majesty's]
slaves, for as long as our lives last and our heads remain [on our should
ers], The favors [shown] by his majesty the great padishah to these slaves
of his have made an impression upon our souls and our hearts. For the
rest of our lives we are his [majesty's] true slaves. If we be ordered to
[perform] a service, it shall be seen demonstrated how [well] a slave can
serve his master, and [his majesty the sultan] will be pleased with these
slaves of his.

"And after QII Burun has [once again] been conferred upon his
[majesty's] slave Ramazan Beg, maya noble command be issued to his
[majesty's] slaves in Qtl Burun, OZi, Aqkerman [Bilhorod-Dnistrovs'kyj],
and Bender [Bendery] that they not take captives from our land from
among his [majesty's] slaves, the Cossacks, [but rather] let them get along
amicably with us.

"As for the present, do not permit those whom we have sent [as bear
ers] of this letter of subservience, his [majesty's] slaves Ivan POd
cerqasql,2 commander of 10,000 troops, and Ceresqovenqo (?), com
mander of 100 [troops], to tarry [in Istanbull. As we have requested, may
a noble command be issued that they be sent back as soon as possible with
a favorable response to this slave of his [majesty's], Other needful
matters can be conveyed to his [majesty] by the aforementioned envoys,
his [majesty's] slaves. Their statement is to be relied upon. May the
everlasting God-be He exalted!-make the life and good fortune of his
majesty~our mighty and great padishah, endure for as long as the worlds
remain, and may He always make him victorious over all his enemies.

"This, our letter of subservience, was written in our residence
(meklinimuz) named Cehrtne [Cyhyryn] on the third [day] of the middle

2 The Colonel Ivan "Podcerkas'ky]" ("from near Cerkasy") of this letter is very
likely the well-known Colonel Ivan Volevacenko, a noble Cossack whose family
ownedlarge estates on the Cybul'nyk river southeast of Cerkasy; V. Lypyns'kyj (W.
Lipinski), Z dzieiow Ukrainy (Kiev, 1912), p. 268. Volevacenko had previously
served as Xmel'nyc'kyj's envoy to the Crimean qalga. (heir apparent) Qrrm Giray
during the Wallachian campaign in September 1650. In July 1653 he is mentionedas
acting colonel (nakaznyj polkovnyk) of the Cyhyryn Regiment, having recently
returned from Moldavia with dispatches from the hetman's son, Tymis;
Hrusevs'ky], Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 9, pt. 1: 81,564,566,568.
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month of winter (orta qis ayinun llr:indeP of the 'date one thousand six
hundred and fifty-three [from] the birth of Jesus-peace be upon himl"

"[This] is [given in] writing in the own hand
(kendi dest ba/.tiaur) of Bogdan IJmaIni~ql

[Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj]5 hetman of the
Zaporozhian Host llit.: the Army of the Yel
low Reed], true slave to his majesty our mas
ter, our mighty and magnificent padishah."

3 According to an almanac included in a seventeenth-century Ottoman chancery
manual, the term "middle month of winter" (evsa!-i sita) was another name for the
solar month of January (Yanaris, Kanun-i ~anT); Sa'dI Celebi, [ma' MS Berlin,
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, HS. or. oct. 917, fol. 169b. The solar
calendar in most widespread use within the Ottoman Empire, called Taqvim-iRfJrrii,
had months and days corresponding to the Julian (O.S'> calendar. Thus "the third
of the middle month of winter" probably represents January 3 (O.S.)/January 13
(N.S,). A letter to Gyorgy Rakoczi II written in Hungarian by Zillfiqar Aga, chief
translator of the Porte, expressly uses Old Style dating: "Datum Constantinapoly 11.
die Septembris az 6 szammal 1652" (September 11 by the old [system otl number
ing); Szilagyi, Okm/mytiJr, p. In
4 The use of Muslim invocations and prayer-formulas, such as 'aleyhi's-selam
'peace be upon him' (customarily inserted after every mention of a prophet recog
nized by Islam, such as Jesus), is yet another indication that our translator was or
had been a Muslim.
s. Since the Slavic sound c does not occur in the Turkish phonemic inventory, it
was usually rendered as ~ in Ottoman; Cf. Tibor Halasi-Kun, "Evliya Celebi as
Linguist," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 3/4 (l979-80) = Eucharisterion: Essays
presented to Ome{jan Pritsak on his Sixtieth Birthday by hIS Colleagues and Students
(Cambridge, Mass.): 376-82. Among the foreign titles thus transformed were
those of the ruler of Muscovy and his consort, who appear in Turkish sources as the
~ar and the ~ari~e, respectively.
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